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INTRODUCTION

Combitech SAGA digital signal recorder 
analyses and stores captured signals
The ability to capture, store and analyse a large number of captured signals is the cornerstone of many 
surveillance and intelligence operations, including radio monitoring, COMINT and ACINT. The modern world 
is filled with various signals, and the requirements for handling them differ case by case. In one scenario, it 
is essential to constantly capture and store signal data for later analysis. Another use case relies on signal 
processing to analyse the captured signal and trigger the actual recording to only store the most relevant 
information. Sometimes the received signal does not need to be recorded, rather it only needs to be processed 
for content production.

Combitech SAGA is a digital signal recording and processing software suite that provides signal and meta data 
recording, processing and streaming (replay) functions. Combitech SAGA can be installed and operated in 
standard COTS PC hardware. Open, standard and well-documented APIs ensure straightforward integration into 
existing infrastructure.
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Scope
Combitech SAGA is a software suite that provides 
a digital signal recording and processing service for 
a networked or standalone environment. The SAGA 
signal recorder can be operated as a standalone 
product and controlled via its graphical user inter-
face. However, in most use cases, it is integrated into 
an existing infrastructure and controlled via its open 
and documented APIs.

Combitech SAGA is a multichannel system meaning 
that it can receive and process up to thousands of 
signals simultaneously. It supports real and complex 
signals. The signal data is received over an IP net-
work in digital format. SAGA supports a variety of 
sample rates, formats and sizes. The received data 
is then processed and/or recorded depending on 
configuration for that specific input signal.

Combitech SAGA provides signal recording and 
processing, recordings management, visualisation 
and replay function. It is scalable for different use 
cases and requirements and provides a documented 
framework for developing and deploying custom 
processing modules.

Combitech SAGA is engineered to be very reliable, 
high performing and scalable. SAGA scales well with 
network and storage speed and CPU power, in-
cluding the number of CPU cores providing at least 
hundreds of simultaneous processing and recording 
tasks.

Processing and 
recording tasks
Combitech SAGA’s operation is based on tasks. A 
task establishes a recording and processing channel 
for the signal data. The task has a defined signal 
input and a connected signal processing and storage 
flow. The input is the only mandatory part of the 
task, and it is either a network input or a file input 
for previously recorded signals. It allows replay and 
reprocessing of previously recorded signals to, for 
example, support processing module development 
and debugging purposes.

The task’s processing and recording flow that follows 
the input is fully dynamic. SAGA provides two differ-
ent recording modules and a limited set of standard 
processing modules, such as voice activity detection. 
In addition, SAGA provides a documented API for 
third parties to implement and integrate their own 
modules as part of the SAGA’s signal processing flow.

The processing and recording flow is more than just 
a straight pipeline. It can branch, and each branch 
can have its own processing and recording modules. 
This allows the modules to extract multiple sub-sig-
nals and define separate processing for them.

Combitech SAGA’s documented external API pro-
vides tools to create and maintain the tasks as well 
as receive the information that they produce. This 
allows a very straightforward integration to other 
systems.

HOW COMBITECH SAGA OPERATES
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Main features

Signal recording & signal data
Real (audio) and complex signals (IQ)

Continuous recording to circular buffers of defined length

Recording based on manual or automatic triggers

Configurable pre-buffer length for triggered recording

Permanent recordings from circular buffers

Signals are stored in original, non-compressed format  
for best quality

Automatically produced amplitude and spectrogram layers 
for quick and efficient visualization of potentially very large 
recordings

Meta data
Static meta data provided from external interface

Dynamic meta data provided with signal data packets

Dynamic meta data contains frequency, bandwidth and 
modulation information

Sample rates and formats
Supported sample rates for audio signals are  
8, 16, 32, 48, 96 and 192kHz. Option for other sample rates.

Supports IQ signals up to 1 Msps

Supported sample formats are 8, 16 and 32bit signed integer 
and 32bit floating point

Signal data streaming
Signal data streaming for playback

Streaming controls for

Pause/continue, Seek, Loop

Livestream and visualizing

Change speed (0.5x, 1x, and 2x)

Supports audio speeds without pitch change

Optional compression for replayed audio streams  
in order to save network bandwidth

Signal processing
Framework for real (audio) and complex (IQ) signal 
processing.

Standard delivery includes line level and voice activity 
detection modules.

API to develop custom processing modules.

Produced content can be signal (real or complex), data (text 
or binary) or indications

Signal inputs
Plain TCP input

Raw signal data

Supports TLS encryption

Advanced TCP input

Raw signal data

Dynamic meta data for signal

Supports TLS encryption

User interface
Modern web based user interface

Create, remove and manage tasks 

Change the processing chains and parameters for the tasks

Monitor the status of the tasks

Monitor the tasks’ data flows

Enables optimization for processing utilizing recordings  
as a input signal

Manage the configuration of the recorder

Search and manage the produced recordings

Visualize the recording buffers and recordings

Replay tools for audio buffers and recordings

Graphical tools for producing permanent recordings  
from recording buffers

Supports file exports 

Login and user group based usage

System health
CPU, storage and network load monitoring

System status reporting via API

Automatic rejection for new tasks if running out of available 
resources

Automatic deletion of old recording (non permanent)  
when running out of storage space

Technical and user-action log

Recordings
Permanent and temporary recordings

Export and import

Amplitude and spectrogram visualization

Replay, seek, loop etc.
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User interfaces

Flow view

Monitor view

Amplitude and  
spectrogram view

Processing and recording  
flow editor
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TECHNICAL FEATURES

Architecture and 
integration
Combitech SAGA is designed to enable new features 
to be developed based on customer requirements. 
SAGA utilises commonly used components and an 
open architecture. Well-defined and documented 
API´s ensure that third-party signal processing com-
ponents can be utilised. SAGA comes pre-equipped 
with some standard models such as line level and 
voice activity detectors.

SAGA back-end offers a Websocket RecorderControl 
API that uses JSON-messages to control the recorder.
SAGA status, recording and processing tasks, 
streams and results are published to the MQTT-ser-
vice, so they can be easily distributed to connected 
systems and SAGA GUI users. SAGA’s web-based 
graphical user interface is built on top of these inter-
faces.

SAGA utilizes Keycloak IAM for user access manage-
ment. This allows flexible user identity management 
options in various deployment scenarios

For integration, SAGA requires minimal changes for 
connected/supported systems. 

System  
requirements
Combitech SAGA signal recorder can be operated 
with any hardware. For maximum performance, a 
SSD hard drive is recommended. From the hardware 
infrastructure point of view the maximum achieved 
performance is a factor of network IO capacity, CPU 
processing power and hard drive system IO perfor-
mance. For reference, a modern 8 core server with 1 
Gbps network interface and SSD drive(s) can process 
and record several hundreds or up to a thousand 16 
bit integer signals, depending on the complexity of 
the applied processing. Based on customer require-
ments a suggestion for suitable hardware can be 
provided.

Operating system:  Windows, Linux (option)
Browser:   Chrome, Firefox, 
   Chromium based Edge
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Want to know more? 
Contact us!

Let’s start a conversation that won’t leave you cold. 
Show us your puzzle and we’ll solve it the Combitech way!

solutions@combitech.com


